GAC Jordan
Fully integrated shipping and logistics services nationwide

Wide range of solutions to support
your business in Jordan - whatever your
business.

A partnership between
the GAC Group and the
Kawar Group, GAC
Jordan combines
in-depth local
knowledge with the
global reach and
resources of the GAC
Group to deliver
high-quality shipping
and logistics services.

Amman
(GAC Jordan Main Ofﬁce)
JORDAN
Aqaba

Since our establishment more than
30 years ago, we have built up an
extensive portfolio of shipping,
logistics and marine services. This
mix of expertise and experience
has made us one of the country’s
leading shipping and forwarding
agents. GAC Jordan is committed to
delivering service excellence at highly
competitive prices in an often volatile
business environment.
Integrated
We offer a “One Stop Shop” for all the
logistics and shipping services your
business needs to grow and thrive locally, regionally and internationally.
We are also global agents for several
oil majors. We offer our customers
the ability to tailor and integrate our
support to serve every customer’s
requirements.

US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) and the UK Bribery Act 2010,
environment-based and zero incidents
policies.
GAC Jordan’s offices are ISO 9001:2008
and TRACE certified. The Group’s
global reach provides security through
one company control, ensuring strict
quality, Health, Safety, Security,
Environment (HSSE) and compliance
implementation during all our
operations.

GAC Jordan handles
first floating storage
regasification unit
in Aqaba
As Jordan stepped up its LNG imports
in the summer of 2015, GAC was
entrusted with handling the first gas
carriers / FRSU to offload at Aqaba.
As the agent of ‘Golar Eskimo’ and
partner of choice in the country,
GAC Jordan helped offload 144,218
cubic meters of LNG from Qatar
and delivered a host of integrated
services to the vessel including online
connectivity and resupply, whilst
also taking care of all the vessel’s
manpower, equipment and marine
assets needs.

Highest standards of quality,
business ethics and safety drive
everything we do
All our operations are in full
adherence with the Group’s strict
compliance and ethics policies –
underpinned by the GAC Code of
Ethics. This includes anti-corruption
regulations to comply with the

Services at
a glance

•
•
•
•
•

Bunker Fuels
Freight Services (consolidation)
Hub Agency
Husbandry Services
International Moving
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•
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Land Transportation
Project Logistics
Protection & Indemnity
Ship Agency
Ship Spares Logistics
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GAC Jordan handled ship-to-ship
transfers of LNG from the ‘Castillo De
Santisteban’, the first LNG carrier to
call at Aqaba, and the ‘SCF Melampus’,
to the ‘Golar Eskimo’. After loading,
the LNG was regasified and pumped
as natural gas to the National Electric
Power Company’s (NEPCO’s) power
stations. The GAC team also worked
around-the-clock to coordinate the
placement of six pneumatic fenders
to create a protective buffer alongside
the FSRU, the first operation of its kind
to be conducted in the country.

Comprehensive Coverage

Shipping Services
In our capacity as
shipping agents, we
represent well-reputed
shipping lines,
transporting cargoes of
all categories container, Ro-Ro cargo,
dry cargo, bulk, crude
product, LNG / LPG and
project cargo amongst
others.

Ship Agency
We draw on the strength of
GAC’s global network to provide
comprehensive ship agency services
for a diverse range of vessels calling
at Aqaba port. GAC acts as agents for
Eukor Car Carriers Inc., Ro-Ro vessels,
some of the world’s most luxurious
cruise ships, car carriers, large tankers
and LNG carriers calling at the nation’s
ports.
We also provide valuable support
for oil majors and traders, working
around the clock to facilitate
pre-arrival planning and cargo
documentation to ensure prompt
turnaround and optimum efficiency.
Husbandry Services
GAC Jordan eliminates the need to
involve multiple third parties by
providing professional husbandry
services at Aqaba port.
We offer a fully integrated package of
time- and money-saving solutions to
facilitate speedy vessel clearance, crew
rotation management, cash to master,
centralised payments, crew welfare,
bunker and spare part supplies, dry
docking assistance and more.
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Protection and Indemnity
GAC Jordan acts as P&I correspondent
for all 13 International Group Clubs,
various Fixed Premium P&I Clubs
and medical assistance companies.
Our team of experienced, dedicated
claims handlers have the legal
and technical expertise and strong
relationships with local authorities,
port officials, terminals and receivers
to help expedite case handling and
minimise our Principals’ financial
exposure.
We provide a human face to insurance
and medical assistance, as the wellbeing of our customers is paramount.
Our dedicated medical assistance
team works round the clock to
organise doctor / hospital visits, land
and air ambulances, escorted medical
evacuation, repatriation of human
remains and more.

Bunker Fuels
As ISO 9001-certified bunker traders
we provide bunker fuel and lubricants
through carefully vetted suppliers
who meet internationally approved
standards at competitive prices. GAC
Jordan arranges more than 80% of
bunker supplies made at Aqaba Port.
Ship Spares Logistics
When a vessel needs a spare part
in a hurry, dealing with a global
organisation that specialises in both
shipping and logistics can make all
the difference.
Working with GAC Marine Logistics
(GML) we offer ship owners and
management companies a “door-todeck” delivery service for spares and
marine parts in Jordan, with the best
delivery method chosen based on
customers’ timing and cost concerns.

Hub Agency
GAC’s Global Hub Services (GHS)
manages and administers ship agency
support services on a local, regional
and global scale and draws on the
Group’s experience and expertise to
control and reduce port call related
expenses.
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Cost-effective Solutions

Land Transportation
GAC Jordan is certified by the Ministry
of Transportation as a land freight
provider offering a wide range of land
transportation services across Jordan
and the Middle East.

Logistics Services
Combining our in-depth
local knowledge and
worldwide network,
GAC Jordan offers a
truly one-stop shop for
all freight and logistics
solutions.

Freight Services (consolidation)
GAC Jordan offers a wide range of
logistics support including air / sea
freight, import / export consolidations,
DAP & DDP services, Air-On-Ground
(AOG), ship spares logistics, project
logistics solutions, and local and
international moving services. We also
work with carefully vetted warehouse
partners in Amman, Madaba, Aqaba,
Zarqa Free Zone and Baghdad Free
Zone in Iraq, to provide a range of
secure and professional storage and
distribution solutions.
GAC is the region’s leading cargo
consolidator. We combine the best of
both worlds with the sea-air freight
concept to deliver economical
consolidation solutions on routes linking with the rest of the Middle East as
well as Europe, the Americas and Asia.
Our volumes and buying power,
combined with strong relationships
with the world’s premier carriers,
enable us to offer customers
competitive rates and access to
capacity even during peak times.
GAC Jordan is an IATA cargo agent,
we tailor our freight solutions to the
needs of our clients. We are also a
CASS member. Our comprehensive
ocean freight services include: less
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than container load (LCL), full
container load (FCL), shipments,
contract management, multi-modal
inbound or outbound transport from
port to port through door-to-door, and
more. Pharmaceutical companies,
valuable sports car importers, army
and security companies, chemicals
and dangerous goods benefit from
GAC Jordan’s package of airfreight
services. We provide the best quality,
transit time, full care handling, and
excellent competitive rates.
We also handle Aircraft-On-Ground
shipments and are approved by the
Jordanian Civil Aviation Regulation
Commission. GAC Jordan is a certified
DGR team handling dangerous cargo.
Ocean freight offers competitive
import ocean rates for FCL from USA,
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Middle East.
We also provide direct consolidation
import services from Northern Europe
and the Far East with the most
competitive rates and transit time.

We have custom clearance offices
between Saudi Arabia and the UAE to
facilitate easy tracking, follow-up and
management. Our time-definite
service lets you to select the best
option for your needs and your
budget.
Gateway to Iraq: GAC Jordan has
provided a range of logistics services
for a number of projects in Iraq
through Aqaba, using its Less Truck
Load (LTL) and Full Truck Load (FTL)
options. We work with carefully vetted
network partners with liability
coverage in Iraq and competitive
rates.

Project Logistics
We have the expertise and experience
to meet the complex project logistics
needs of diverse clients from the oil &
gas, automotive, construction, energy
generation and humanitarian aid
sectors. They all have one thing in
common - they need a logistics
provider who can take care of the
careful planning involved in delivering
shipments that are too big, too
non-standard and too sensitive to be
handled like ordinary cargo.
GAC has been providing such support
for renowned heavy lift specialists and
oil majors, and has been handling
projects in Iraq since 2003. Our team
has also been involved in many high
profile projects in Jordan and Iraq
ranging from single movements to full
turn-key operations. They are
supported by a fleet of wide range of
special equipment for overland, air and

GAC Jordan handles a good share of
the country’s garments exports to
the UK and USA, for a large chain of
American department stores. Sea / air
freight combines the benefits of both
methods and is ideal for spare parts
and Aircraft-On-Ground services.
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sea transportation, including heavy-lift
trucks, cranes, barges and tugs.
International Moving
GAC International Moving has been
helping move personnel and
corporations in and out of the Middle
East for decades. Our experienced
packing team ensures that all
personal effects and goods reach their
destinations in perfect condition wherever they go. Our commitment to
quality moving services within Jordan
and overseas is recognised by the
International Association of Movers
(IAM).
Medical support
Our medical assistance team works
round-the-clock to assist with the
crew claims to organise doctors’ visits,
land and air ambulances, escorted
medical evacuation, repatriation of
human remains and more.

Jordan’s leading
provider of
integrated
shipping and
logistics services
for 30 years

About the GAC Group
GAC is a global provider of integrated
shipping, logistics and marine
services. Emphasising world-class
performance, a long-term approach,
innovation, ethics and a strong
human touch, GAC delivers a flexible
and value-adding portfolio to help
customers achieve their strategic
goals. Established since 1956, GAC
employs over 9,000 people in more
than 300 offices worldwide.

•

•
•

•
•

The GAC Jordan advantage
•
Flexible portfolio of integrated
shipping and logistics services
that meets the needs of clients
from diverse industry sectors
such as ship owners, oil majors

GAC Jordan
Head Office
Mamdouh Al-Sarayrah St.
next to Jaber Complex
1st and 2nd floor, Isshakat Center Bldg. No. 34
P.O. Box 940173, Amman 11194
Jordan
Tel: +962 6 580 8000
Fax: +962 6 582 0022
jordan@gac.com

Aqaba Branch Office
Hammamat Tunisia St.
2nd floor, office no. 25
Ameen Kawar & Sons Co. Building No. 28
P.O. Box: 22, Aqaba 77110
Jordan
Tel: +962 3 206 4345
Fax: +962 3 206 4346

gac.com/jordan

Connect with us online at facebook.com/GACgroup and linkedin.com/company/gac-group

•

and car carriers, amongst others
Network, resources, expertise
and infrastructure to support 24/7
operations on a local, regional or
global scale
Hands-on executive management
and experienced team
Certified by the Ministry of
Transportation as a land freight
provider
Excellent relationships with local
authorities and port officials
Economical cargo consolidation
and peak time access to loading
capacity at competitive rates
Project logistics and heavy lift
support services in Iraq since
2003

